This document contains a summary of the relevant information for doctors willing to apply to the “YEMD Fellowship Programme”.

**ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA**

- In order to be eligible for EUSEM “YEMD Fellowship Programme” the candidate must be **EUSEM** and **YEMD Section member**.
- To become YEMD Section member the candidate must be **35 years old or younger** and / or **currently into Emergency Medicine specialty training programme**.
- Each fellowship has specific requirements. Read them carefully on each fellowship webpage.

**THE APPLICATION PROCESS**

- Different types of fellowship are available:
  - Clinical fellowship;
  - Clinical fellowship with research work;
  - Research **without** clinical work;
  - Non-clinical: observership **without** clinical work.
- The application process works as follows:
  - **Each candidate** can apply to **1 Hosting Institution** only;
  - Once the application has been submitted through the **MyEUSEM portal**, the documentation is reviewed by the YEMD Fellowship Coordinator;
  - The candidate’s profile and application documents are then forwarded to the selected Hosting Institution;
  - The Hosting Institution provides the YEMD Fellowship Coordinator with feedback on each candidate application;
  - The selected candidate(s) will receive definitive answer on their application status within 1 month from the submission;
If the application is accepted by the Hosting Institution, the YEMD Fellowship Coordinator will put the candidate and the Hosting Institution in contact to discuss all relevant details;
The details of the fellowship will be discussed according to availability of the Hosting Institution and the candidate profile.

- At the end of the fellowship, the candidate and the Hosting Institution will have to fill in a feedback form. Both feedback forms will have to be completed before issuing the Certificate of Completion of Fellowship.
- Once a candidate has completed a fellowship, he/she cannot apply again to the programme until one year since the fellowship is ended.
- Application timing, duration of fellowship and the period of fellowship is decided by the Hosting Institution according to their capacity and local policies.
- Different types of fellowship within the same institution might differ in application timing, length of programme and person specifications.

Please, refer to each fellowship webpage for more detailed information.

**CLINICAL FELLOWSHIP**

- In order to undertake a clinical fellowship entailing clinical work, it might be required by the Hosting Institution to apply for registration and licence to practice to the relevant national registration body (e.g. General medical council registration to obtain licence to practice medicine and surgery in the UK).
- A number of useful resources are available to gather information on documentation required in order to practice medicine in each European Country (e.g. European Medical Mobility).
- It is the candidates responsibility to gather all the relevant information in order to fulfil registration to the relevant Hosting Institution.

Please, refer to each fellowship webpage for more detailed information.
FUNDING

- EUSEM is not providing financial support.
- Funding is provided at discretion of the Hosting Institution according to their capacity and local policy.